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Microsoft

Empower users with new insights through familiar tools while balancing the need for IT to monitor and manage user created content. Deliver access to all data types across structured and unstructured sources.

Quest

Quest helps IT Professionals simplify administration tasks so they can focus on the evolving needs of their businesses. Combined with its commitment to help companies protect today’s investment while planning for the future, Quest continues to deliver the most comprehensive solutions to monitor, manage, protect and replicate database environments.

IDERA

IDERA designs powerful software with one goal in mind – to solve customers’ most complex challenges with easy-to-use solutions. IDERA’s award-winning SQL Server database solutions and multi-platform database, application and cloud monitoring tools ensure your business never slows down.

SentryOne

SentryOne empowers Microsoft data professionals to achieve breakthrough performance across physical, virtual and cloud environments. We develop solutions to monitor, diagnose, and optimize SQL Server performance, including Plan Explorer, the query-tuning tool with more than 100,000 downloads.
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redgate
Attend PASS Summit to Grow Your Career

Connect with a global network of 250,000+ data professionals

PASS Summit is the largest conference for technical professionals who leverage the Microsoft Data Platform.

November 6-9 | Seattle, WA

PASSsummit.com

The Community

Who You Will Meet

Covering a broad spectrum of data professionals, PASS Summit is the place to network with peers from around the globe and around the office.

- 43% Database Administrators
- 16% Developers
- 10% BI/BA Practitioners
- 13% Architects
- 8% Management / Directors
- 5% Consultants
- 5% Analysts
- 2% IT Pros
Hamid J. Fard

SQL Server Data BI Platform Expert

9+ years of experience

Microsoft Certified Master: SQL Server 2008, Microsoft Certified Solutions Master: Charter-Data Platform, Microsoft Data Platform MVP and CIW Database Design Specialist

linkedin.com/in/hamidjfard
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Hamid J. Fard, Data BI Platform Expert - Principal Consultant, Fard Solutions Sdn. Bhd
SQL Server Farm Management

SQL Server 2008/R2

SQL Server 2012/2014

SQL Server 2016/2017
SQL Server Farm Management Challenges

- Agent and Jobs Deployment and Synchronization
- Database Policy Compliance
- Single Point of Execution
- Database Resource Utilization Report and Monitoring
SQL Server Farm Management Challenges Resolution

Agent and Jobs Deployment and Synchronization -> Multi Server Administration

Database Policy Compliance -> Policy Based Management

Single Point of Execution -> Registered Servers

Database Resource Utilization Report and Monitoring -> Management Data Warehouse (MDW)
Demonstration (How To?)
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